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The other assassins reacted very quickly, seeing their bosses all running
away, they became even more motivated to fight, and they just turned
around and ran away.
It’s not that they are timid, but the strength that Lin Ziming has shown is too
strong and terrifying, and it is no longer at the same level as them!
In their lifetimes, they didn’t even have encountered such a terrifying
powerhouse.
It is no exaggeration to say that now their psychology has produced fear,
and they no longer have the idea of   resistance, how far they can escape!
Even though they were so arrogant and fierce just now, they were actually
afraid of death.
After all, there is only one life in a person’s life, and there is no life after
death.
Lin Ziming sneered, and his body disappeared in the next moment, chasing
the killers.
His speed is extremely fast, and it has completely exceeded the limit that
human beings can reach.
Even for these innate realm masters, the speed is unimaginable.
For Prince William and Alice, it is even more needless to say.
They only found a flower in front of their eyes, and then a strong wind was
blown up out of thin air, and their eyes could not be opened.
I quickly rubbed my eyes, and when I looked over, I could no longer see Lin
Ziming and these assassins, as if they had all disappeared out of thin air!
They were stunned for several seconds before Prince William came back to
his senses, swallowed hard, with an expression of doubting life, and said to
Alice: “Who is this Chinese man?”
Alice also had a very demented expression. After hearing Prince William’s
words, she came back to her senses and said: “I don’t know too well. I met
him on a plane. He said that he is a scholar and can talk. The insight should
be a scholar, but why does he have such terrifying strength?”
Yes, for Alice, her brain is so messy, she can’t imagine why Lin Ziming is
so powerful, this is completely different from her cognition!
Prince William thought that he had mocked Lin Ziming like that just now,
he couldn’t help sweating from his back, and his heart was chilly.
I felt scared for a while.
Speaking of Lin Ziming’s side, he didn’t go to chase the killers right away,
but chased the remaining killers first.
I have to say that these assassins reacted and cooperated very well. They ran
in different directions. As a result, it greatly reduced the possibility of Lin
Ziming’s fight.
It’s a pity that their abacus is very good, but they still underestimate Lin
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Ziming’s strength too much.
It took less than twenty seconds for Lin Ziming to catch the remaining
assassins, beat them directly, and threw them back on the road.
When these killers were thrown in front of him like a ball, Prince William
was very scared, his scalp numb, and he screamed again and again.
For him, these things are too scary!
run!
Run with all your strength!
This is the inner voice of the killer boss.
Now his heart was filled with horror and horror.
Lin Ziming’s strength has greatly exceeded his expectations.
At the same time, he couldn’t figure it out. He had clearly investigated the
identity of Prince William, and he was 100% sure. This action was pretty
sure!
In Prince William’s guard team, there are simply no top players.
But where did this Chinese come from?
And it’s still so scary.
It has completely exceeded the strength that an innate realm master can
possess!
Wait a minute, suddenly, the assassin’s breath suffocated, surpassing the
master of the innate realm, that means that the Chinese man is already a
master of the gods!
Divine Realm…
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